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Introduction

The Generalized Hermite distribution

• The Poisson distribution is the most common when dealing with count
data

• It is very common in practice that data presents overdispersion or zero
inflation, cases where the Poisson assumption does not hold

• In these situations it is reasonable to consider discrete distributions with
more than one parameter

• The class of all two-parameter discrete distributions closed under convo-
lutions and satisfying that the sample mean is the maximum likelihood
estimator of the population mean are characterized in Puig (2003)

• One of these families is just the Generalized Hermite distribution, with
PGF

P(s) = exp(a1(s − 1) + am(sm − 1)).
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Introduction

The Generalized Hermite distribution

• After fixing the value of the positive integer m ≥ 2, the order or degree of
the distribution, the domain of the parameters is a1 > 0 and am > 0

• When am tends to zero, the distribution tends to a Poisson
• When a1 tends to zero it tends to m times a Poisson distribution
• It is immediate to see that the PGF

P(s) = exp(a1(s − 1) + am(sm − 1)).

is the PGF of X1 + mX2, where Xi are independent Poisson distributed
random variables with population mean a1 and am respectively
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hermite package

Overview of the hermite package

• The package hermite implements the probability mass function (dher-
mite()), the distribution function (phermite()), the quantile function (qher-
mite()) and a function for random generation (rhermite()) for the General-
ized Hermite distribution

• It also includes the function glm.hermite(), which allows to calculate, for
an univariate sample of independent draws, the maximum likelihood es-
timates for the parameters and to perform the likelihood ratio test for a
Poisson null hypothesis against a Generalized Hermite alternative

• This function can also carry out Hermite regression including covariates
for the population mean, in a very similar way to that of the well known R
function glm()
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hermite package

Probability mass function

The probability mass function of the Generalized Hermite distribution is
implemented in hermite through the function dhermite(). A call to this
function might be

dhermite(x, a, b, m=2)

The description of these arguments can be summarized as follows:
• x : Vector of non-negative integer values
• a: First parameter for the Hermite distribution
• b: Second parameter for the Hermite distribution
• m: Degree of the Generalized Hermite distribution. Its default value is 2,

corresponding to the classical Hermite distribution

• This recurrence relation is used to calculate the probabilities in a
numerically efficient way:

pk =
µ

k(m − 1)
(pk−m(d − 1) + pk−1(m − d)) , k ≥ m,

where pk = P(Y = k) and the first values can be computed as

pk = p0
µk

k!

(
m−d
m−1

)k
, k = 1, . . . ,m − 1, with p0 = eµ(−1+ d−1

m )
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hermite package

Probability mass function

• For large values of any parameter a or b (above 20), the probability of Y
taking x counts is approximated using an Edgeworth expansion of the
distribution function, i.e. P(Y = x) = FH(x)− FH(x − 1)

FH(x) ≈ Φ(x∗)−φ(x∗)·
(

1
6
γ1He2(x∗) +

1
24
γ2He3(x∗) +

1
72
γ2

1He5(x∗)

)
,

where Φ and φ are the typified normal distribution and density functions
respectively, Hen(x) are the nth-degree probabilists’ Hermite polynomials

He2(x) = x2 − 1
He3(x) = x3 − 3x
He5(y) = x5 − 10x3 + 15x ,

x∗ is the typified continuous correction of x

x∗ = 1 +
1

24(a + m2b)
· x + 0.5− a−mb√

a + m2b
,

and γ1 and γ2 are respectively the skewness and the excess kurtosis of
Y
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hermite package

Probability mass function

• The Edgeworth expansion does not guarantee positive values for the
probabilities in the tails, so in case this approximation returns a negative
probability, the probability is calculated by using the normal
approximation P(Y = x) = Φ(x+)− Φ(x−) where Φ is the typified
normal distribution function and

x± =
x ± 0.5− a−mb√

a + m2b

are the typified continuous corrections
• The normal approximation is justified taking into account the

representation of any Generalized Hermite random variable Y , as
Y = X1 + mX2 where Xi are independent Poisson distributed with
population means a, b

• Therefore, for large values of a or b, the Poissons are well approximated
by normal distributions
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hermite package

Probability mass function

Example

The probability that an Hermite random variable with parameters a = 0.1 and
b = 1.5 takes the value 5 can be computed by

> dhermite(x=5, a=0.1, b=1.5)

[1] 0.02276385

0.0
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0.2

0.3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
k

P
(X

=
k)

PMF
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hermite package

Distribution function

The distribution function of the Generalized Hermite distribution is
implemented in hermite through the function phermite(). A call to this
function might be

phermite(q, a, b, m=2, lower.tail=TRUE)

The description of these arguments can be summarized as follows:
• q: Vector of non-negative integer quantiles.
• lower.tail : Logical; if TRUE (the default value), the computed

probabilities are P(Y ≤ x), otherwise, P(Y > x).

All remaining arguments are defined as specified for dhermite()
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hermite package

Distribution function

• If a and b are large enough (a or b > 20), X1 and X2 are approximated
by N(a,

√
a) and N(b,

√
b) respectively, so Y can be approximated by a

normal distribution with mean a + mb and variance a + m2b
• This normal approximation is improved by means of an Edgeworth

expansion
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hermite package

Distribution function

Example

The probability that an Hermite random variable with parameters a = 0.1 and
b = 1.5 takes a value under 5 can be computed by

> phermite(q=5, a=0.1, b=1.5)

[1] 0.8076711
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hermite package

Quantile function

The quantile function of the Generalized Hermite distribution is implemented
in hermite through the function qhermite(). A call to this function might be

qhermite(p, a, b, m=2, lower.tail=TRUE)

The description of these arguments can be summarized as follows:
• p: Vector of probabilities.

All remaining arguments are defined as specified for phermite(). The quantile
is right continuous: qhermite(p, a, b, m) is the smallest integer x such
that P(Y ≤ x) ≥ p, where Y follows a m-th order Hermite distribution with
parameters a and b.
When the parameters a or b are over 20, a Cornish-Fisher expansion is used
to approximate the quantile function. The Cornish-Fisher expansion uses the
following expression

yp ≈
(

up +
1
6
γ1He2(up) +

1
24
γ2He3(up)− 1

36
γ2

1 (2u3
p − 5up)

)√
a + m2b+a+mb,

where up is the p quantile of the typified normal distribution
13 / 65



hermite package

Quantile function

Example

The value that has an area of 0.807 under the Hermite distribution with
parameters a = 0.1 and b = 1.5 mass probability function can be computed
by

> qhermite(p=0.807, a=0.1, b=1.5)

[1] 5
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hermite package

Random number generation

The random generation function rhermite() uses the relationship between
Poisson and Hermite distributions. A call to this function might be

rhermite(n, a, b, m=2)

The description of these arguments can be summarized as follows:
• n: Number of random values to return.

All remaining arguments are defined as specified for dhermite()

15 / 65



hermite package

Random number generation

Example

One thousand values following an Hermite distribution with parameters
a = 0.1 and b = 1.5 can be generated by means of

> set.seed(1905)
> rhermite(n=1000, a=0.1, b=1.5)

0
1
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4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Observation

k

Random sample
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hermite package

Random number generation

We can check that the mean and variance of the variable are as expected

> mean(y1); 0.1+2*1.5

## [1] 3.1234
## [1] 3.1

> var(y1); 0.1+4*1.5

## [1] 6.127585
## [1] 6.1
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hermite package

Maximum likelihood estimation and Hermite regression

Given a sample X = x1, . . . , xn of a population coming from a generalized
Hermite distribution with mean µ, index of dispersion d and order m, the
log-likelihood function is

l(X ;µ, d) = n · µ ·
(
−1 +

d − 1
m

)
+ log

(
µ(m − d)

m − 1

) n∑
i=1

xi +
n∑

i=1

log(qi (θ)),

where qi (θ) =
∑[xi/m]

j=0
θj

(xi−mj)!j! and θ = (d−1)(m−1)(m−1)

mµ(m−1)(m−d)m .
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hermite package

Maximum likelihood estimation and Hermite regression

The maximum likelihood equations do not always have a solution. It is due to
the fact that this is not a regular family of distributions because its domain of
parameters is not an open set. The following result gives a sufficient and
necessary condition for the existence of such a solution:

Proposition

Let x1, . . . , xn be a random sample from a generalized Hermite population
with fixed m. Then, the maximum likelihood equations have solution if and
only if µ

(m)

x̄m > 1, where x̄ is the sample mean and µ(m) is the m-th order
sample factorial moment, µ(m) = 1

n ·
∑n

i=1 xi (xi − 1) · · · (xi −m + 1).

If the likelihood equations do not have a solution, the maximum of the
likelihood function is attained at the border of the domain of parameters, that
is, µ̂ = x̄ , d̂ = 1 (Poisson distribution), or µ̂ = x̄ , d̂ = m (m times a Poisson
distribution).

19 / 65
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hermite package

Maximum likelihood estimation and Hermite regression

The package hermite allows to estimate the parameters µ and d given an
univariate sample by means of the function glm.hermite():

glm.hermite(formula, data, link="log", start=NULL, m=NULL)

The description of the arguments can be summarized as follows:
• formula: Symbolic description of the model. A typical predictor has the

form response ∼ terms where response is the (numeric) response
vector and terms is a series of terms which specifies a linear predictor
for response.

• data: An optional data frame containing the variables in the model.
• link : Character specification of the population mean link function: "log"

or "identity". By default link="log".
• start : A vector containing the starting values for the parameters of the

specified model. Its default value is NULL.
• m: Value for parameter m. Its default value is NULL, and in that case it

will be estimated as m̂, more details below.
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hermite package

Maximum likelihood estimation and Hermite regression

The returned value is an object of class glm.hermite, which is a list including
the following components:

• coefs: The vector of coefficients.
• loglik : Log-likelihood of the fitted model.
• vcov : Covariance matrix of all coefficients in the model (derived from the

Hessian returned by the maxLik() output).
• hess: Hessian matrix, returned by the maxLik() output.
• fitted.values: The fitted mean values, obtained by transforming the linear

predictors by the inverse of the link function.
• w : Likelihood ratio test statistic.
• pval : Likelihood ratio test p-value.

21 / 65



hermite package

Maximum likelihood estimation and Hermite regression

Link function

• The link function provides the relationship between the linear predictor
and the mean of the distribution function. Although the log is the
canonical link for count data, since ensures that all the fitted values are
positive, their choice can be somewhat arbitrary or be in influenced by
the data to be treated. For example, the identity link is the accepted
standard in biodosimetry since there is no evidence that the increase of
aberration counts with dose is of exponential shape. Therefore, function
glm.hermite() allows both link functions.

• A consequence of using the identity–link is that the maximum likelihood
estimate of the parameters obtained by maximizing the log–likelihood
function of the corresponding model may lead to negative values for the
mean. Therefore, in order to avoid negative values for the mean,
constraints in the domain of the parameters must be included when the
model is fitted. In function glm.hermite(), this is carried out by using the
function maxLik() from package maxLik, which is used internally for
maximizing the corresponding log–likelihood function.
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hermite package

Maximum likelihood estimation and Hermite regression

Starting values

• If no starting values are supplied, the starting values for the coefficients
are computed/fixed internally

• When the log–link is specified, the starting values are obtained by fitting
a standard Poisson regression model through a call to the internal
function glm.fit() from package stats

• If the link function is the identity and no initial values are provided by the
user, the function takes 1 as initial value for the coefficients

• In both cases, the initial value for the dispersion index d̂ is taken as 1.1
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hermite package

Maximum likelihood estimation and Hermite regression

Order

• Regarding to the order of the Hermite distribution, it can be fixed by the
user

• If it is not provided (default option), when the model includes covariates,
the order m̂ is selected by discretized maximum likelihood method, fitting
the coefficients for each value of m̂ between 1 (Poisson) and 10, and
selecting the case that maximizes the likelihood. In addition, if no
covariates are included in the model and no initial values are supplied by
the user, the naïve estimate m̂ = s2/x̄−1

1+log(p0)/x̄ , where p0 is the proportion
of zeros in the sample is also considered

• In the unlikely case the function returns m̂ = 10, we recommend to
check the likelihood of the next orders (m = 11, 12, . . .) fixing this
parameter in the function until a local minimum is found
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hermite package

Maximum likelihood estimation and Hermite regression

Likelihood ratio test

• When dealing with the Generalized Hermite distribution it seems natural
to wonder if data could be fitted by using a Poisson distribution

• Because the Poisson distribution is included in the Generalized Hermite
family, this is equivalent to test the null hypothesis H0 : d = 1 against the
alternative H1 : d > 1

• To do this, an immediate solution is to use the likelihood ratio test, which
test-statistic is given by W = 2(l(X ; µ̂, d̂)− l(X ; µ̂, 1)), where l is the
log-likelihood function.

• Under the null hypothesis W is not asymptotically χ2
1 distributed as

usual, because d = 1 is on the border of the domain of the parameters
• It can be shown that in this case the asymptotic distribution of W is a

50:50 mixture of a zero constant and a χ2
1 distribution. The α percentile

for this mixture is the same as the 2α upper tail percentile for a χ2
1

25 / 65



hermite package

Maximum likelihood estimation and Hermite regression

Summary method

A summary method for objects of class glm.hermite is included in the
hermite package, giving a summary of relevant information, as the residuals
minimum, maximum, median and first and third quartiles, the table of
coefficients including the corresponding standard errors and significance
tests based on the Normal reference distribution for regression coefficients
and the likelihood ratio test against the Poisson distribution for the dispersion
index. The AIC value for the proposed model is also reported
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Examples

Financial and banking crises

Financial and banking crises

Giles (2010) explores an interesting application of the classical Hermite
distribution (m = 2) in an economic field. In particular, he proposes a model
for the number of currency and banking crises. The reported maximum
likelihood estimates for the parameters were â = 0.936 and b̂ = 0.5355,
slightly different from those obtained using glm.hermite(), which are
â = 0.910 and b̂ = 0.557. The actual and estimated expected counts under
Hermite and Poisson distribution assumptions are shown in Table 1.

Currency and banking crises 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Observed 45 44 19 17 19 13 6 4

Expected (Hermite) 38.51 35.05 37.40 24.36 15.96 8.33 4.23 1.88
Expected (Poisson) 22.07 44.66 45.20 30.49 15.43 6.25 2.11 0.61

Table: Observed and expected frequency distributions of currency and banking crises.

The ML estimates can be obtained by

> mle2 <- glm.hermite(data~1, link="log", start=NULL, m=2)
> a <- -exp(mle2$coefs[1])*(mle2$coefs[2] - mle2$coefs[3])/(mle2$coefs[3] - 1)
> b <- exp(mle2$coefs[1])*(mle2$coefs[2] - 1)/(mle2$coefs[3]*(mle2$coefs[3] - 1))
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Financial and banking crises

A summary with the most relevant information on the model can be obtained
by

> summary(mle2)

## Call:
## glm.hermite(formula = data ~ 1, link = "log", start = NULL, m = 2)
##
## Deviance Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -1.023849 -1.023849 -1.023849 -1.023849 -1.023849
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error z value p-value
## (Intercept) 0.7050012 0.06771113 10.41190 2.188190e-25
## dispersion.index 1.5501679 0.07064926 40.08487 1.215825e-10
## order 2.0000000 NA NA NA
## (Likelihood ratio test against Poisson is reported by *z value* for *dispersion.index*)
##
## AIC: 642.9525

In this example, the likelihood ratio test clearly rejects the Poisson
assumption in favor of the Hermite distribution (W = 40.08,
p-value=1.22 · 10−10).
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Top 1 hits

Giles (2006) proposes an application of Hermite regression to the 965
number 1 hits on the Hot 100 chart over the period January 1955 to
December 2003. The data were compiled and treated with different
approaches, and is available for download. For all recordings that reach the
number one spot, the number of weeks that it stays at number one was
recorded. The data also allow for reentry into the number one spot after
having being relegated to a lower position in the chart. The actual and
predicted counts under Poisson and Hermite distributions are shown in
Table 2.
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Top 1 hits

Weeks Actual Poisson Hermite
0 337 166.95 317.85
1 249 292.91 203.58
2 139 256.94 214.60
3 93 150.26 109.61
4 47 65.90 67.99
5 35 23.12 29.32
6 21 6.76 13.78
7 13 1.69 5.20
8 9 0.37 2.04
9 8 0.07 0.69

10 5 0.01 0.24
11 2 0.00 0.07
12 2 0.00 0.02
13 4 0.00 0.01
14 0 0.00 0.00
15 1 0.00 0.00

Table: Observed and expected frequency distribution of Hot 100 data.
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Several dummy covariates were also recorded, including indicators of
whether the recording was by Elvis Presley or not, the artist was a solo
female, the recording was purely instrumental and whether the recording
topped the charts in nonconsecutive weeks.
The estimates and corresponding standard errors are obtained through the
instructions

> fit.hot100 <- glm.hermite(Weeks2 ~ Elvis+Female+Inst+NonCon,
+ data=data.df, start=NULL, m=2)
> fit.hot100$coef

## (Intercept) Elvis Female Inst
## 0.4578140 0.9126080 0.1913968 0.3658427
## NonCon dispersion.index order
## 0.6558621 1.5947901 2.0000000

> sqrt(diag(fit.hot100$vcov))

## [1] 0.03662962 0.16208682 0.07706250 0.15787552 0.12049736 0.02533045
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Top 1 hits

For instance, we can obtain the predicted value for the average number of
weeks that an Elvis record hits the number one spot:

> elvis <- data.df[data.df$Elvis==1 & data.df$Female==0 &
+ data.df$Inst==0 & data.df$NonCon==0,]
> mean(elvis$Weeks2);exp(fit.hot100$coef[1]+fit.hot100$coef[2])

## [1] 3.9375
## (Intercept)
## 3.937012

The likelihood ratio test result justifies the fitting through a Hermite regression
model instead of a Poisson model:

> fit.hot100$w;fit.hot100$pval

## [1] 385.7188
## [1] 3.53909e-86
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Cobalt-60 gamma-ray irradiation

• Higueras et al (2015) consider an example from an in vitro Cobalt-60
gamma-ray exposure where the radiation dose is given by a density
proportional to the probability mass function of a Hermite distribution
taking 102 counts whose mean and variance are functions of the dose x ,
respectively µ(x) = 45.939x2 + 5.661x and
v(x) = 8.913x4 − 22.553x3 + 69.571x2 + 5.661x

• The reparametrization in terms of a and b as a function of the dose is
given by the transformation

a(x) = 2µ(x)− v(x)

b(x) = v(x)−µ(x)
2

• This density only makes sense while a(x) and b(x) are positive
• The dose x > 0 and consequently b(x) is always positive and a(x) is

positive for x < 3.337
• Therefore, the probability density outside (0, 3.337) is 0
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Cobalt-60 gamma-ray irradiation

The following code calculates and generates the plot of the resulting density,

u <- function(x) 45.939*x^2 + 5.661*x
v <- function(x) 8.913*x^4 - 22.553*x^3 + 69.571*x^2 +

5.661*x
a <- function(x) 2*u(x) - v(x)
b <- function(x) (v(x) - u(x))/2
dm <- uniroot(function(x) a(x), c(1, 4))$root
nc <- integrate(Vectorize(function(x) dhermite(102, a(x),

b(x))), 0, dm)$value
cd <- function(x){ vapply(x, function(d) dhermite(102, a(d),

b(d)), 1)/nc }
x <- seq(0, dm, .001)
plot(x, cd(x), type="l", ylab="Probability Density",

xlab="Dose, x, Gy")
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Cobalt-60 gamma-ray irradiation
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Cytogenetic biodosimetry

• Biological dosimetry relies on quantifying the amount of damage induced
by radiation at cellular level
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Cytogenetic biodosimetry

• These aberrations appear because cellular exposition to radiation may
induce breaks in the chromosomal DNA that may rejoin in different
patterns from their original arrangement

• Frequency of chromosomal aberrations increases with the amount of
radiation exposure and is a reliable biological indicator of radiation dose
recieved

• To estimate the dose received by an individual, dose-effect calibration
curves are required
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Cytogenetic biodosimetry

Calibration curves

• A calibration curve is a general method for determining the concentration
of a substance in an unknown sample by comparing the unknown to a
set of standard samples of known concentration

• In this context, irradiate n blood samples from a healthy donor with
several doses xi , i = 1, . . . , n

• For each irradiated sample, ni cells are examined and the numbers of
observed chromosomal aberrations yij , j = 1, . . . , ni is recorded

• It is usually assumed that yij follow a Poisson distribution or a compound
Poisson distribution whose mean is a function of xi and a set of
parameters β: E [yij ] = f (xi , β)

• β are the calibration coefficients and f (xi , β) is the mean of aberrations
per cell

• The parameters of this regression model are usually estimated by
maximum likelihood and the MLE and its estimated variance-covariance
matrix are calculated and recorded
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Cytogenetic biodosimetry

Bayesian inverse regression

• In the case of an irradiated patient, a blood sample is taken and m
lymphocytes are scored obtaining the counts ỹ1, . . . , ỹm

• The usual approach to estimate the received dose x and its confidence
limits is to use a frequentist inverse regression method described as a
standard procedure by the IAEA

• Bayesian approaches allow to incorporate in a simple way the prior
information concerning the circumstances of the exposure

• A new Bayesian-type methodology to use cytogenetic data to estimate
the dose received by a patient was introduced in Higueras et al (2015),
using the dose-effect calibration curve estimated by the classical
approach suggested by the IAEA

• This is a general inverse regression methodology that could also be
applied in other contexts
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radir package

The package radir includes the following tools:
• Calculation of the calibrative dose density for a given:

• expression of the dose-response curve
• hyperparameters set
• estimate of the parameter set
• variance-covariance matrix of the estimation
• total number of cells examined
• number of chromosomal aberrations
• prior distribution of the chromosomal aberration mean: Normal or Gamma
• prior distribution of the absorbed dose: Uniform or Gamma
• parameters of the distribution of the dose prior
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radir package

• Statistics summary of the calibrative dose density: best estimate,
expected value, standard deviation and the shortest 95% highest
posterior density (HPD) interval. The HPD interval is the shortest range
that contains the 95% (or the required percentage) region of the
probability density

• Calculation of the the shortest credible interval for a given credible region
• Calculation of the probability between two given doses
• Plots of the

• calibrative dose density
• the shortest credible interval for a given credible region
• the probability between two given doses
• the cumulative dose distribution function
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radir package

• The calibrative dose density can be computed through the function
dose.distr()

• A summary containing the most relevant information about the estimated
doses can be obtained via summary()

• The HPD credible interval for an object of class dose.radir can be
obtained numerically by means of the function ci.dose.radir

• The probability between two doses can be obtained numerically by
means of the function pr.dose.radir

• Graphics can be obtained in a standard way by means of usual R
plot() or lines() functions, applied to objects of class dose.radir
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Cobalt-60 gamma-ray irradiation

• The Cobalt-60 gamma-ray irradiation example can be analysed with the
radir package

• From the calibration data the 1.5 Gy row is removed to be inferred later
• The model consists of a linear-quadratic dose response without a

constant term curve, β2x2 + β1x , where x represents the absorbed dose,
assuming that the counts of the chromosomal aberrations are Poisson
distributed

• Its maximum likelihood estimation provides

β̂1 = 3.126 · 10−3, β̂2 = 2.537 · 10−2,

Σ̂β̂ =

(
7.205 −3.438
−3.438 2.718

)
· 10−6
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Cobalt-60 gamma-ray irradiation

Cobalt-60 gamma-ray irradiation

• The 1.5 Gy sample consisted of 102 observed dicentrics in a total of
1811 blood cells

• The calibrative dose density for this observed data (assuming an
improper uniform dose prior) can be calculated with the radir package
by means of,

> library(radir)
> f <- expression(b1*x+b2*x^2)
> pars <- c("b1","b2")
> beta <- c(3.126e-3, 2.537e-2)
> cov <- matrix(c(7.205e-06,-3.438e-06,-3.438e-06,2.718e-06),nrow=2)
> ex1.a <- dose.distr(f, pars, beta, cov, cells=1811, dics=102,
+ m.prior="normal")
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Cobalt-60 gamma-ray irradiation

Results

> summary(ex1.a)

##
## Mode
## ----------------------------
## 1.43
##
##
## Expected value
## ----------------------------
## 1.432
##
##
## Standard Dev.
## ----------------------------
## 0.081
##
##
## 95% CI
## ----------------------------
## (1.275; 1.591)
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Cobalt-60 gamma-ray irradiation

Results

> plot(ex1.a)
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Cobalt-60 gamma-ray irradiation

Results

The 90% HPD credible interval of the calibrative density can be computed by
means of

> ci.dose.radir(ex1.a, cr=0.9)

## [1] 1.299397 1.564659
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Cobalt-60 gamma-ray irradiation

Results

And can be plotted by means of

> plot(ex1.a, ci=TRUE, cr=0.9)
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Cobalt-60 gamma-ray irradiation

Results

The probability between two doses can be computed through

> pr.dose.radir(ex1.a, lod=1.299397, upd=1.564659)

## [1] 0.9000825
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Cobalt-60 gamma-ray irradiation

Results

And can be plotted by means of

> plot(ex1.a, prob=c(1.299397, 1.564659), col.pr="red")
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Cobalt-60 gamma-ray irradiation

Results

The distribution function can be plotted as well

> plot(ex1.a, distr=TRUE)
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Female AIDS in Spain

• The radir package can be used outside of biodosimetry context

• We have considered the number of yearly AIDS deaths in spanish
women from 1981 to 1988

Year Deaths
1981 1
1982 2
1983 2
1984 4
1985 14
1986 37
1987 85
1988 129

Table: Number of yearly deaths by AIDS.
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Female AIDS in Spain

The increase in the number of deaths was nearly exponential
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Female AIDS in Spain

• The goal is to use the radir package to infer when is expected that the
number of deaths reach 250

• The information needed by the package can be introduced in this way

> x <- 1:8
> year <- seq(1981,1988,1)
> y <- c(1, 2, 2, 4, 14, 37, 85, 129)
> lx <- log(x)
> fit <- glm(y ~ lx, family="poisson")
> beta <- fit$coefficients
> f <- expression(exp(b0 + b1*x))
> pars <- c("b0","b1")
> beta <- fit$coefficients
> cov <- vcov(fit)
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Female AIDS in Spain

Now we can call the main function

> aids250 <- dose.distr(f, pars, beta, cov, cells=1,
+ dics=250, prior.param=c(8, Inf))
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Female AIDS in Spain

The summary information can be obtained as usual

> summary(aids250)

##
## Mode
## ----------------------------
## 8.751
##
##
## Expected value
## ----------------------------
## 8.778
##
##
## Standard Dev.
## ----------------------------
## 0.167
##
##
## 95% CI
## ----------------------------
## (8.46; 9.111)
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Female AIDS in Spain

Year Deaths
1989 254
1990 349
1991 416
1992 597
1993 818
1994 991
1995 1116

Table: Number of yearly deaths by AIDS.
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Female AIDS in Spain
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